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for which sfecif ic social programmes are designed for
solving it. 

e) the participation approach: this approach is due to
Townsend (1979); it differs from the two previous ones
by relying neither on commodities nor needs to define
poverty. The problem of poverty is viewed in terms of
the individual lack of resources required for his
social participation or interaction, understood in
quite a wide sense: that is, access to a level of
consumption of goods and enjoyment of activities that
conforms to a customary pattern in that individuals'
society. In this sense, the participation approach is
directly connected with the idea of right to a minimum
level of resources, as suggested by Atkinson ( 1989,
p.12), meaning the minimum level of income required for
individual participation in a given society.

A more wider approach for poverty is being developed by 
Desai (1990) building on ideas advanced by Sen (1985). 
This approach deals with the idea of capability, that 
is, owning or not the resources that allow an 
individual to have access to a set of capabilities, 
such as to survi ve and have good heal th, to ensure 
biological reproduction, to interact socially, to have 
knowledge and freedom of expression and thought, among 
others. As we can, this approach incorporates all the 
others cited before. From the operational point of 
view, we can anticipate several difficulties in 
quantifying all the multiple dimensions this approach 
require for selecting those poor in a society. It is 
true that the set of capabili ties may have several 
highly correlated attributes, which may make less 
difficult the task of separating the poor from the non
poor. 

Once the poor in a society is identified the next step 
is to measure the intensi ty of the problem. Several 
indices have been used or suggested .by the poverty 
analysis literature. On of the most commonly used index 
is the headcount ratio; it measures the percentage of 
poor in a population and it is expressed either as 

q 
H = (1) 

n 

3streeten and Burki ( 1978) discuss this approach and
suggest six areas covering the essential basic needs: 
nutrition, basic education, health, sanitation, water 
supply and housing, and related infrastructure. 
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i
= í 

wnere� - ... - r

Yi: incorne of individual i, for Yi � z

(z): set of poor individuals. 

( 3) 

Atkinson (1989, p.29) has a list of potential poverty 
indices: 

a) the normalized deficit:

G = J [1 - : J f (Y)dr

b) the Watts rneasure [Watts (1968)):

(4) 

W = - f ioge(Y/z) fíY)dY (5) 

e) the Clark et alii second rneasure. [Clark, Hernrning and
Ulph (1981)):

e ::a. � J [ j_ - íY/z ·:,e ] fCr JO',
(6) 

d) the Foster et alii rneasure [Foster, Greer and 
Thorbecke (1984)):

o 
[

,..., 

l - Y/Z ]�- f(Y)dY (7) 

where a �  O, a is the aversion to paverty pararneter. 

The paverty index derived by Sen (1976) alsa uses the 
incarne gap, but he weights the differences in incarnes 
by the pasitian af the individual in the poverty rank: 

p = H (1 - (1 - I) 

where H: the headcaunt ratio, 

I: the incarne gap ratia, 

(8) 

G: the Gini caefficient af the incarne distributian 
of the paar. 
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Several authors discuss specif ic characteristics that 
the poverty índices should have and most of the time 
they make suggestions of improvements in this 
measurement of poverty.6 Since our objective is not to
make contributions in this field, we will not go into 
the discussion of the advantages or the disadvantages 
of those indices. 

A desirable property for a poverty index is that on 
that states that its first partial derivative in terms 
of the poverty line should be positive, that is, that 
the measurement of the poverty should change in the 
sarne direction of the change of the poverty line. This 
means that for smaller values of z, the poverty índex 
should measure smaller levels of poverty. All the above 
índices share this property. For this reason, instead 
of choosing one specific poverty índex, in the next 
section we will be trying to derive a public utility 
price so as to minimize z, the poverty line, and thus 
poverty, as defined by any of the above índices, is 
also minimized. 

3. PRICING AND MINIMIZATION OF POVERTY

The purpose of the present section is to derive a price 
for a public utility compatible with the government 
objective of pricing public enterprises in such a way 
that poverty is minimized. 

The choice of using the poverty line as the separator 
line for identifying poor and non-poor households does 
not mean that those other approaches 1 isted in the 
previous section could not be applied, despite their 
broader dimensions. This option was only made to 
simplify the analysis. 

There are two ways of solving this problem of 
minimizing poverty through the price to be charged by 
the public utility to its customers. One of them is 
optimizing an objective function subject to relevant 
constraints. 

As usually, we have to make some assumptions, similar 
to those made in previous sections, to reduce the 

6see, for instance, Subramanian (1990) criticizing the
Sen and Foster, Greer and Thobecke indices and deriving 
another índex; Thon ( 1979) , contrary to Sen' s views, 
thinks that the weighting of the income gap should take 
in to account not the individual income position in the 
poverty rank, but in relation to the whole population 
income distribution: Vaughan ( 1987) is interested in 
the welfare aspects of the poverty índices. 
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complexities of the functioning of the economy. These 
assumption are: 

Assumption 1: Two goods produced in the economy, good 1 
(produced by the public utility) and good 2 (a 
composite good). 

. Z= P X
:r. 
+ P X

:r. 

Assumption 2 : A poverty 11ne 1 1 z z , where the xz' s 
are, respectively, the quantities considered as the 
minimum amount of goods 1 and 2 that should be consumed 
in a poor household for the survival of its components, 
P2 is the price of good 2 and P1 is the price of good 1 
whose value will be derived minimizing the poverty 
índex subject to a deficit constrajnt: total cost (TC) 
minus revenue equals the deficit (D) the government is 
willing to finance. 

Assumption 3: 
households. 

The population is composed of n 

Assumption 4: A given distribution of households 
incomes, where f(Y) is the frequency density function 
of incarne Y and F(Y) is its distribution function. 

Assumption s: The demand function for good 1 is: 
X1j=X1( P1, P2, Y j) , where Y j is the incarne of household j 
(j=l, ... , n) , P2 is the price index for the composi te 
good 2 , and X 1 j is the quanti ty i t demands, g i ven P1, 
P2 and Yj . Its demand price elasticity is E1j = -P1/X1j • 
ôX1j/ôP1. 

Assumption 6: The public utility total cost of 
production (TC) is a positive function of the total 
quantity of units produced, that is, TD= C(� x ) • The
derivative of TC in terms of P1 can be jf1 1j 
expressed as 

n 
n 

.-aTC/aP = 1 8TC/8X . •  c1X ./aP = m • ' iJX .liJP 
v 

1 lJ lJ 1 . i,. lJ 1 

j = t J = t 

where m is the marginal cost. 
z 

(9) 

The poverty index is def ined as f f(Y)dY , that is, 
o 

the percentage of households that earn an income equal 
or less than the poverty line z. 

Figure 1 shows that we can write that 
z 

z P X z 
f f(Y)dV = f 2 2 

f(V)dV + f.
z 

f(Y)dV 

o o PX 
Z 2 
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m 

p =----------
1 f (z)X

z - µ X n 
1 1J 

---------'--1 

µ X . \ e 
1J.l 1J

J = 1 

(14) 

The use of expression ( 14) to calcula te the optimal 
price P, would require us the specification of both the 
income distribution and the commodi ty l 's functions. 
There is an alternative procedure, a method that shows 
the sarne resul t as that produced by expression ( 14) . 
Let us explain it. 

Since the objective is to minimize the value of the 
poverty line z, this is dependent on how low the public 
utility can charge for an unit of the commodity it 
produces.7 Figure 2 shows that as the price range for
P, varies from zero to +oo, the poverty index varies
from a minimum of p xz to a value that tends to 1; 

2 2 

the smaller Pi, the less will be poverty. 

igure 2 

i ---------- ----------------- -----

o 

The minimum price the public utility can charge its 
consumers depends on i ts budgetary constraints, that 
is, on its total cost, on the revenue collected by the 
sales of its commodity, and on the amount of deficit 
the government is prepared to finance; in other words, 
the public utility has to satisfy the constraint total 

7we assume that at this price the household consumes at
least the quantity x: :see the discussion of this
assumption in Section 6. 
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price sm�ller and, consequently, decrease the level of
poverty. 

An alternative way of reaching the sarne result is to 
induce the implementation of programmes that increase 
productivity in this public utility, thereby reducing 
the cost component contribution in the minimum price 
determination. 

Inspection of expression ( 16) shows that the public 
utility price in the present case cannot be zero: it 
tends to zero (without being equal to zero) when Õ 
tends to �- This means that the lowest level of 
poverty that could be reached using this tariff would 
be higher than the area below the income distribution 
curve calculated between incomes o and P -?' • This 
impossibility of charging a zero price� 2 nowever, 
derives from the particular case of demand and cost 
functions used in the analysis: i t is obvious that 
without these functions, one can imagine a situation by 
which the public utility could distribute freely its 
production, that is, without charge, as long as the 
government covers the total cost of implementing such a 
policy. 

4. DISCRIMINATORY PRICES ANO MINIMIZATION OF POVERTY

In the preceding section we were interested in deriving 
a public utility price that minimizes the poverty level 
in a society. This price would be unique, indifferently 
charged to all households, irrespective of their social 
condition. As we saw, this price would be as low as the 
deficit financing by the government allowed. 

One could discuss how adequate such a policy would be 
from a social point of view: in reality, the 
government, trying to minimizing poverty by charging a 
low tariff to consumers, would be extending this 
benefit to households that do not need such a 
protection. It does not make sense the use of 
government scarce resources to finance consumption of 
non-poor households. In other words, this type of 
pricing policy suffers from the sarne problem of 
targeting diagnosed in poverty-alleviation programmes, 
in which part of the financial transfers applied to 

8since this deficit (D) is financed by transferences of
resources out of government revenues, care should be 
taken that the increased amount required to lower the 
public utility tariff will be raised by additional 
taxation or other ways that have a perverse net effect 
upon poverty. 
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[ F + k (X ) e ] - [ P XP + P XR ] = D 
1 1P 1 1R 1 

p 
1P 

XP 
= F - Õ + k ( X ) e -P 

1 1 1R

or 
(17) 

Expression (17) shows the interrelationship between
prices P1p and P1R. In the Appendix we calcula te the 
derivative aP1p/ôP1R and we show the values it can take. 
This derivative is the expression 

aP XR 1 - s ) - k e x
9

"""1 ôXR /ôP 
1P 1 1R 1 1 1R 

� = - --xP--1
-

-
-

s
-->--

-
k

-
e
_x_ e

"e'",--
a-x _p _;_a_

P 
__

lR 
t 1P 1 1 1P 

(18) 

Expression (18) indicates that the sign of that 
derivative is dependent upon the relative net effect of 
changes that simultaneously occur both in the cost of 
production and in the total revenue. In other words, a 
decrease in the price P1p can be allowed if the changes 
in the revenues and in total cost of production is 
sanctioned by a increase in P1R; however, it may be the 
case that an increase in P1R will require and increase 
in P1 p to cover the gap in costs and revenues. Then, as 
shown in the Appendix, assuming that the demand price 
elasticities are constant, the form of association 
between these two prices in trade-off curve wi th the 
following shapes: 

a) monotonically decreasing, that is, the price that
could be charged to the poor household could be as
lower as that allowed by a higher price paid by the
rich; mathematically, P1p could be zero as long P1R

could be raised to 00. This is the case, for instance,
for demand functions derived from a Cobb-Douglas
utility function. Although mathematically possible, P1R

could not be equal to 00 and the minimum value the
price P1 p can take (the value that minimizes poverty)
will be higher than zero. Other cases of a decreasing
curve is illustrated by cells 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 11, 13, 14 
and 15 in Table 1 in the Appendix; 

b) monotonically increasing, when the negative net
effect of the decrease in the revenue predominates over
the cost of production and requires a rise in P1p when
P1R is increased; this is the case of cells 4, 5, 6, 7, 
12, and 16. For these cases, a public utility pricing 
policy for poverty alleviation would require a lowering 
of the price paid by the rich household, that is, a 
decrease in the price they pay would generate a net 
revenue that would allow a lower price to be charged to 
the poor. 
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elastic at that prices). Section CD in that curve shows 
the reverse: higher P1R prices are not suff icient to 
generate enough revenue (the rich' s demand elastici ty 
is now price elastic and the poor' s is inelastic) to 
overcome a higher cost of production and the price P1 p

must increase to balance the public utility's accounts. 

The line of 45 degrees in Figure 3 shows the points of 
identical prices P1p and P1R. Let us assume that point B 
in the price trade-off curve marks the minimum price 
the public utility bears to charge in a system of an 
unique price, the price P1 we derived earlier. Let us 
also assume that point C in the sarne curve shows the 
combination of the minimum price that can be charged to 
the poor (P'1p) and the respective price to be paid by 
the rich (PÍR) in a discriminatory price system that 
subsidizes the consumption of the poor, since P' 1 p < P1 • 

We can see in that figure that the are BC is the 
relevant section of that trade-off curve for a 
discriminatory pricing policy in favour of the poor; 
the choice of the prices the poor and the rich should 
pay is constrained by the intervals (P1 > P1p � P�p) and 
( P1 < P1 R ::; PÍ R) • 

Since the objective is to minimize poverty, the public 
utili ty should choose the minimum value the price P1 p

can take, that is, P1p. This price is that one for 
which the derivative aP1p/<1P1R is equal to zero; this 
minimum P1p is reached when 

(19) 

The deri vation of the minimum price P1p and the 
compatible price P1p, and the respective quantities 
demanded at these prices ( four unknows) requires the 
solution of a system of four simul taneous equations 
comprising expressions (17) and (19) and the two demand 
equations for commodity 1. Those four unkn0ws will be 
function of the exoaenous variables F, o, v" ., P

2
� h and

n and the parameters · k, e and e . • •J 

Having a 
is not a 
problem: 
still be 
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discriminatory price system as outlined above 
sufficient condition for solving the targeting 
the deficit financed by the government may 
used to subsidize the price paid by the non-





5. MINIMIZATION OF POVERTY ANO MINIMUM CONSUMPTION 

REQUIREMENT

In Section 3 we derived the minimum price P 1 the public 
utility can charge to its consumers; this price is that 
allowed by the balance of its revenues and its costs. 
The public utility minimum price is that one that 
minimizes z, the poverty line, and consequently, that 
one that minimizes povert. In doing that we have not 
taken into consideration the quantity of commodity 1 a 
poor household would buy at that price, that is, we 
left aside the important aspect of defining a pricing 
policy that ensures the consumption by the poor 
household of a minimum quantity considered desirable. 

We defined x= 
anel x= as the quanti ties of commodi ties 1

1 2 

and 2 required for the household' s survi val. Let us 
assume that the household's income is greater or equal 

to P x= 
+ P xz

1 1 2 2 

tha t is , v - p x= - p x= 2: o 
1 1 2 2 

. This 

means the household earns enough money for consuming at 
least the required survival quantities. In order to 
make this assumption to prevail, the maximum value the 
price of commodity 1 can take (let us call it p*) is 

1 

v - P x=

p
• 

= ___ 
2
_

2
_ 

1 

• 

If commodi ty 1' s price is equal to P
1 

, the household' s 
consumption of it will be equal to the survival 
quantity; if less than p•, the household will consume a 
larger quantity of commbdity 1 or of commodity 2 than 
those survival quantities, or consume more of both 
commodities. 

Let us examine how P
1 

effects the pricing policy in 
discussion in this section, that is a policy that 
intends to reduce poverty. First, we are going to 
examine its influence when an unique price is used by 
the public utility and secondly, in the context of 
discriminatory prices: 

A - Unique price system 

Expression (16) gave us the minimum price (Pi) the 
public utility can charge for commoditv 1 and the above 
expression tells us the maximum price (P•) that should 
be charged to guarantee the consumption 1uf at least the 
survival quantity. The comparison of both prices brings 
about one of the following outcomes: 
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that allows its consumption of at least the survival 
quantity of commodity l; 

b) P: is greater than �P : this means that all those
prices that satisfy the public utility financial
balance constraint are compatible wi th the household
affordability of consuming at least x2 and there will
be no problem in choosing the lowest oAe<p1- )to minimize 1P poverty; 

e) P; is lower than �P, what means that the prices 
allowed by the financial balance constraint are higher
than the price the poor household can pay to consume
the survival quantity X2 

: in case of this 
incompatibility the only Jolution in the short-run is
an increased government subsidy to allow the poor to
pay the price p• .

1 

B.2 The price trade-off curve is monotonically 
decreasing from the left to the right, with P tending 
assintotically to p1-- , for p1-- >O,: tP

1P 1P

a) If P
1 

is greater than that lower limit, it is
possible to choose a price that satisfy both the
intention of allowing the poor household to consume at
least the survival quantity of commodity 1 and the 
minimization of the poverty level;

b) If P: is lower than �P , there is no price for 
commodity 1 that can satisfy both the public utility 
financial constraint and the minimum consumption 
requirement: the lowest possible price is too high to 
allow the poor household to buy the quantity x2 : the 
short-run solution for this conflict is 1 higher 
subsidies given by the government. 

B.3 - The price trade-off curve is the same mentioned
in B.2 but its lowest limit is zero, that is, p1- =O:

1P 

If this is the case, it is possible to decrease the 
price of commodity 1 to be charged to a poor household 
as low as wanted, not only to minimize poverty, but 
also to allow the household to have access to the 
quantity x2 : although this a theoretical possibility, 
one should 1�orry with the political feasibility of such 
a low price to be paid by the poor il it implies a too 
high price to be charged to the rich. 4 

As we saw, when an incompatibility of prices happens in 
any of the two systems (unique price or discriminatory 
prices) for minimizing poverty, the possibility of 

14Actually, this sarne consideration must be made for 
case B.2.a. 
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capacity of production is reached more rapidly and 
funds are required to expand this capacity. This may 
mean that the discriminatory prices examined in this 
paper should be reexamined to allow the additional 
constraint of generating enough financial resources to 
pay for the costs of the expansion. Additional analysis 
is required to examine how these funds should be 
generated by poor and non-poor households through 
higher tariffs in case the government decides users 
should bear the full costs of the capacity expansion. 

7. CONCLUSIONS

This paper shows that it is possible to set public 
utilities prices to attend objectives of minimization 
of poverty. However, the choice of the price to be paid 
by the poor is conditioned by several constraints. 
First of all, the amount of resources the government is 
inclined to transfer to the public utility: of course, 
if the government decides to finance the whole cost of 
production, the public utility could distribute its 
production free of charge and the level of poverty 
would be minimized. Since this is not the efficient way 
of allocating resources, we should expect users to pay 
a positive price for the services provided by these 
public utilities. Other factors, such as cost 
considerations and the possibility of the non-poor 
paying a higher price to cross-subsidize the poor, are 
constraints to be observed by a pricing policy that 
intends to minimize poverty; the level of price subsidy 
given to the poor and, consequently, the level at wich 
poverty is alleviated depends on how public utilities 
can combine the rates. Finally, the growing number of 
poor puts another limitation on the level of subsidy 
that can be offered to them: cross-subsidization limits 
by the non-poor and the need to expand the publ ic 
utility' s capacity of production may require a higher 
price to the charged to the poor. 
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a ex > e I aP - e e x ) e,S ince 1 1R - 1 ª\ 1 ôP
1R , we can now use 

the above intermediary resuits to express ôP /ôP as1P 1R 

ôP 
1P 

---= 

ôP 
tR

X
R 

(1 - & ) 
1 tR 

X
P 

(1-c ) 
1 tP 

- k e

k e 

xe-,. 
1 
e-1

X 

ôX
R 

/ôP
1 1R 

ôX
P

/ôP 
1 1P 

( 6) 

The derivatives that appear in the numerator and in the 
denominator of expression (6) are negative since 
commodity 1 is assumed to be a normal good for both the 
poor and the rich households. To simplify the analysis 
of the sign of that expression, let us write it as 

8P /8P =-
tP IR 

a+b 

c +d 
bXI and d>(I 

Table 1 lists the signs this derivative can take for 
selected values for the price elasticities. 
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Table 1

SIGN OF THE DERIVATIVE ôP1p/ôP1R( *) 

a < o 

(e > 1)
tR 

VALLES FOR a > o a = o posit� negative
AND & & 

(O<& <1) (e =1) (','e numera IP IR IR 

-

positive 
1 

denaninator -

c<O 

(& >1) negative !5 

IP denaninator + 

c =O 9 

(&1P 
= 1) -

e > o 19 

(O < & < 1) -

1P 

IR 

2 

-

cs 

+ 

10 

-

14 

-

nunera}J í)tDr 
e ter 

3 

-

7 8 
+ 

11 12 

-

1!5 1CS 

-

8P a+ b 

<*> for expressicn{5)or its equivala,t a/
P 

= e + d IR 

+ 

-

+
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